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Name: ________________________________  Date: _________________________

Directions: 

In the book What Will the Weather Be? you learned all about weather.  Show your 
knowledge by answering the following  multiple choice questions.  Circle the 
correct answers.

1. A meteorologist is someone who studies ____________________.

a. the moon b. the weather c. television d. meteors

2. A ________________________ is a prediction about the weather.

a. provision b. plan c. forecast d. report

3.   A barometer measures _____________.

a. temperature b. clouds c. air pressure d. rain

4.   A ___________is a pocket of moving air that can be cold or warm.

a. gust b. patch c. back d. front

5.   A _____________________ tells which way the wind is blowing.

a. wind vane b. wind arrow c. anemometer d.  barometer

6. An _________________________ measures the speed of wind.
a. wind vane b. anemometer c. barometer d. thermometer

7.   An example of precipitation is  _____________________________.
a.  wind b. sunshine c. sleet d. humidity

8.   The amount of water in the air is also known as __________________.

a. humidity b. rain c. barometric pressure d. water

9.   A ____________________ measures temperature.
a. humidity b. thermometer c. barometer d. anemometer

10.  The four seasons  in order are___________________________.

a. winter, spring, summer, fall b. winter, fall, spring, summer
c. winter, summer, fall, spring d. winter, fall, summer, spring



1. A meteorologist is someone who studies ____________________.

a. the moon b. the weather c. television d. meteors

2. A ________________________ is a prediction about the weather.

a. provision b. plan c. forecast d. report

3.   A barometer measures _____________.

a. temperature b. clouds c. air pressure d. rain

4.   A ___________is a pocket of moving air that can be cold or warm.

a. gust b. patch c. back d. front

5.   A _____________________ tells which way the wind is blowing.

a. wind vane b. wind arrow c. anemometer d.  barometer

6. An _________________________ measures the speed of wind.
a. wind vane b. anemometer c. barometer d. thermometer

7.   An example of precipitation is  _____________________________.
a.  wind b. sunshine c. sleet d. humidity

8.   The amount of water in the air is also known as __________________.

a. humidity b. rain c. barometric pressure d. water

9.   A ____________________ measures temperature.
a. humidity b. thermometer c. barometer d. anemometer

10.  The four seasons  in order are___________________________.

a. winter, spring, summer, fall b. winter, fall, spring, summer
c. winter, summer, fall, spring d. winter, fall, summer, spring
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Answer Key

Directions: 

In the book What Will the Weather Be? you learned all about weather.  Show your 
knowledge by answering the following  multiple choice questions.  Circle the 
correct answers.


